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1783

Shipping Industry History

First Steamship built

Astrolabe used about 
5000 years ago

Steamboat Savannah 
crosses the Atlantic 

SS Great Britain
- The first iron hull was built

14th century 1818 1843
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First known picture of Ship-to-Ship Operations, provided courtesy of Yokohama. 

Origins of Ship-to-Ship (STS) operations
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Evolution of STS
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Global STS Locations

2021 Global
Number of STS Locations 168
Number of STS Locations (South America) 15
Number of Global Operations 11000
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Global Standard for in Port and at Sea

Regulations covering the various sources of ship-generated pollution are contained

in six annexes of this Convention

Transfer Guide was an important step in industry, and ensures that all operations in 
port and at sea are governed by a uniform standard

  MARPOL 73/78

  OCIMF STS

  OCIMF STS

Further legislation and compliance procedures have been developed to ensure the 
safety of all personnel, vessels and Terminal operators, which supplement the 
OCIMF STS Transfer Guide such as:
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World leading STS location Brazil

Effective regulatory compliance 
and control measures ensure safe 
STS operations, and these have 
been enforced effectively by:

• Brazilian Navy
• Clients
• Specialist STS providers

Specialist STS providers ensure 
that standards set by the Brazil 
Navy are met and therefore critical 
operations are performed with 
precision and safety.

STS
PROVIDER

International 
Regulatory Bodies

(IMO, MARPOL)

LEGISLATION GUIDELINES

Client Quality/
HSE Requirements

Industry
Representation

(OCIMF, ISGOTT)

National 
Government 
Regulations
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Milestones for STS in Brazil

*Operation statistics courtesy of Vortexa
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Emerging Technology and Trends
Technology

New Emerging Technologies in mooring, 
hose connection  

Trends
Global focus on clean and sustainable energy, 

thus a rise in the LNG market
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The Future of STS in Brazil

Additional STS 
locations

Predicted future 
cargoes for STS:
Clean products
LNG and LPG

Methanol

New emerging 
technologies in 

mooring and hose 
connection

Brazil leading the world 
in setting the standard 

for compliant STS 
operations 
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Conclusions

Using global STS expertise Brazil now has a recognised, reliable solution for
commercial export and import of oil and gas, as well as emergency contingency.

Where we are today
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Conclusions

- Use of new technologies to improve safety of Ship-to-Ship operations
- Maintain the competency of service providers and ensure compliance
- Existing vessel vetting process set by Brazil could be integrated into Ship-to-Ship operations as
  well to improve standards of vessels and their crew.

Future



Thank you
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